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Toronto - Feb 10th-11th, 2017



Thank you to our supporters!

CanRoots Organizing Team

Sabrina Bowman - Organizer and CanRoots Alumni
Olivia Chow - Institute for Change Leaders
Ben Donato-Woodger - Institute for Change Leaders
James Pratt - Canadian Labour Congress
Lindsay Telfer - Canadian Freshwater Alliance
Laura Ziemba - Paperchase Communications

A big thanks to Matt Price and Bachrach Communications for their 
help with social media promotions.



Agenda
Friday, February 10th
9:00am Conference opening with Duke Redbird Epic Hall

9:30am Keynote: “How big organizing changes everything,” with Becky Bond and Zack Exley, key strate-
gists of the Bernie Sanders campaign

Epic Hall

10:45am Concurrent Sessions 1:
•	 “Storytelling for Social Change,” with Olivia Chow and Institute for Change Leaders
•	 “Big Data Organizing,” with Matt Smith from Stratcom and Jen Hassum from USW National
•	 “Organizing for Decent Work,” with Suleman Basharat from Unite Here! Trump Tower campaign

Epic Hall
Beeton
Novella

12:00pm  LUNCH BREAK

1:00pm Plenary: “Beautiful Backlash: 7 Lessons from the Leap Manifesto,” with Avi Lewis, Bianca Mugyenyi 
and Jody Chan

Epic Hall

2:00pm Concurrent Sessions 2: 
•	 “Tools for Digital Organizing,” with Shamus Reid,  NewMode and Josh Stuart, cStreet
•	 “How to Take Power and Win at Toronto City Hall,” with Michal Hay
•	 “Looking under the hood: what keeps your organizing motor running?” with Ecology Ottawa’s 

Graham Saul and Canadian Freshwater Alliance’s Lindsay Telfer. 

Epic Hall
Beeton
Novella

3:15pm Caucus Discussions 1:
•	 Ontario Election Readiness
•	 Labour and Justice Caucus
•	 Environment Caucus

Epic Hall
Beeton
Novella

4:45pm Keynote Panel: “Organizing in Canada, a critical dialogue,” with Olivia Chow, Deena Ladd, Matt 
Price and Mohammed Hashim and moderated by Leadnow’s Logan McIntosh

Epic Hall

6:00pm Cocktail party

Saturday, February 11th
9:30am Coffee and Networking Epic Hall

10:00am Keynote Panel: “Black Lives Matter,” with Sandy Hudson, Howard Morton, Zanana Akande, Anna 
Willats and Desmond Cole

Epic Hall

11:00am Concurrent Sessions 3:
•	 “Student	Divestment	Campaigns,”	with	350.org’s	Katie	Perfitt
•	 “Taking Responsibility: How can non-natives work for Indigenous rights?” with Amara Possian 

Donna Ashamock and Corvin Russell.
•	 “How	the	snowflake	model	can	build	and	strengthen	teams,”	with	Leadnow’s	Katelyn	

Northam and Rachel Tetrault

Epic Hall
Beeton

Novella

12:15pm  LUNCH BREAK (on your own)

1:15pm Caucus Discussions 2:
•	 Ontario Election Readiness
•	 Labour and Justice Caucus
•	 Environment Caucus

Epic Hall
Beeton
Novella

2:45pm Concurrent Sessions 4: 
•	 “Dealing with Trump’s message of hate. Solidarity with the Muslim Community,” with Gilary 

Massa from National Council of Canadian Muslims, Raoul Boulakia from Refugee Lawyers 
Association of Ontario, and Syed Hussan from No One is Illegal

•	 “Taking it Provincial: strategies for successful provincial organizing,” with case studies from 
Making it Fair campaign, $15 Fairness, Childcare Workers, and water bottling moratorium

•	 “Show us the money: a discussion on fundraising and organizing,” with Grassroots Institute for 
Fundraising Training

Epic Hall

Beeton

Novella

4:15pm Final Keynote: “Where to now?” with Judy Rebick and a special livestream from Standing Rock. Epic Hall



Jody Chan is an 
organizer with the 
Leap, and has been 
part of the climate 
justice movement 
in Toronto and New 
York. She is currently 
a board member 

of Toronto350.org, and has been 
an organizing fellow with the Fossil 
Fuel Divestment Student Network.

Friday Keynote & Plenary Speakers
“How big organizing changes everything,” with Zack Exley and Becky Bond
Friday February 10th - 9:30am 

Zack Exley has been a leader in online fundraising and engagement for 
nearly 20 years. Most recently, Zack served as a full time senior adviser 
on the Bernie Sanders presidential campaign and was an architect 
of the campaign’s national, volunteer-driven grassroots campaign. 
After	running	some	of	the	first	experiments	in	crowdfunding	and	online	
organizing	in	the	1990’s,	Zack	became	MoveOn.org’s	first	Organizing	
Director where he was part of the small team that pioneered many 
of the online fundraising and organizing practices and technologies 
that have become ubiquitous today. As an early advisor to the Dean 

“Beautiful Backlash: 7 Lessons from the Leap Manifesto,” with Avi Lewis, Bianca 
Mugyenyi and Jody Chan Friday November 10th - 1:00pm 

Avi Lewis is an 
award-winning 
documentary 
filmmaker	
and long-
time television 
journalist. His 

films	include	The	Take	and	
This Changes Everything. He is 
one of the co-authors of the 
Leap Manifesto and one of its 
leading advocates.
 

Bianca Mugyenyi is 
an activist and author 
based in Montreal. She 
is the former Campaigns 
Coordinator at Concordia 
University’s Centre for 
Gender Advocacy 

and former Chair of the Canadian 
Federation of Students-Quebec. She 
is co-author of Stop Signs: Cars and 
Capitalism on the Road to Economic, 
Social and Ecological Decay and has 
been a part of the Leap team since the 
summer of 2015.

campaign, he helped transfer MoveOn’s early fundraising and organizing discoveries into presidential politics, 
then served as Kerry’s Director of Online Fundraising and Communications in the general election where 
he	raised	more	than	$100	million	online	for	the	nominee.	With	the	fundraising	firm	OMP,	Zack	worked	as	a	
consultant to major global NGOs, companies, and campaigns. With ThoughtWorks, a global IT consultancy, 
Zack	led	field	organizing	software	projects	for	Obama’s	2008	General	Election	campaign	and	for	social	
movements around the world. Before re-joining politics with the Bernie campaign, Zack served as Wikipedia’s 
Chief	Community	Officer	and	Chief	Revenue	Officer	during	the	Wikimedia	Foundation’s	growth	from	20	to	200	
employees.

Becky Bond is the co-author of “Rules for Revolutionaries: How Big Organizing Can Change Everything.” 
She served as a senior advisor on the Bernie Sanders presidential campaign and was one of the architects 
of the campaign’s national, volunteer-driven grassroots campaign. Currently she is a chief organizer at 
#KnockEveryDoor and co-founder of the Real Justice PAC. Prior to joining the Bernie Sanders campaign, 
Becky served as political director at CREDO where she was an innovator working at the intersection of 
organizing, politics, and technology for over a decade. Becky is a cofounder of CREDO SuperPAC, which was 
named	by	Mother	Jones	as	one	“2012’s	Least	Horrible	Super-PACs”	for	helping	to	defeat	five	sitting	Tea	Party	
Republican Congressmen.



Friday Keynote & Plenary Speakers
“Organizing in Canada, a critical dialogue,” with Olivia Chow, Deena Ladd, Matt 
Price and Mohammed Hashim and moderated by Leadnow’s Logan McIntosh
Friday February 10th - 4:45pm

Epic Hall

Olivia Chow is a Distinguished Visiting Professor at Ryerson University and the founder of 
the Institute for Change Leaders, an organization with 30 trainers that teaches community 
and political organizing strategies. The Institute has taught over 1600 people since March 
of 2015. For over thirty years, Olivia Chow has been an effective and well-known public 
figure,	serving	in	Toronto’s	municipal	politics	and	on	the	national	stage	as	a	Member	
of Parliament. Canadian Immigrant magazine named her as one of Canada’s Top 25 
Immigrants.  UFCW awarded her the Cesar E. Chavez Black Eagle Award for her work on 
migrants. Chow published a best selling memoir “My Journey” in 2014.

Deena Ladd has been working to improve wages and working conditions in sectors of 
work that are dominated with low-wages, discrimination, violations of rights, precarious 
and part-time work for the past 25 years. She is active in the Fight for $15 and Fairness 
Campaign, the Migrant Workers Alliance for Change and in the Social Justice Committee 
at her daughter’s elementary school.  Deena is one of the founders and a co-ordinator 
of the Toronto Workers’ Action Centre. The Workers’ Action Centre organizes to improve 
wages and working conditions with low-waged workers, women, racialized and  
immigrant workers in precarious jobs that face discrimination, violations of rights and no 
benefits	in	the	workplace.

Mohammed Hashim is a Senior Organizer for the Toronto and York Region Labour Council 
and is also a social justice advocate mainly focusing on issues affecting the Canadian 
Muslim community.  He has been a driving force behind much of the political and media 
advocacy work during the 2015 election and onwards. Mohammed has been involved in 
high	profile	campaigns	including	No	Fly	List	Kids,	racism	at	the	York	Region	District	School	
Board and overturning discriminatory practices at the Peel District School Board. His work 
in the media includes both crisis communications and political advocacy, and has been 
recognized by both the National Council for Canadian Muslims and the International 
Development and Relief Fund.

Logan McIntosh’s background is in environmental justice, deliberative dialogue and 
petro-politics organizing. She has designed and implemented deliberative projects that 
engaged hundreds of University of Alberta community members in sustainability planning. 
Her petro-politics organizing was directed at engagement around the tar sands, 
Indigenous solidarity, and water justice issues. Logan joined Leadnow in the spring of 2012, 
as a coordinator of decentralized days of action. Now she manages Leadnow’s national 
campaigns for a stronger democracy, clean environment, and fair economy.

Matt Price has had the privilege of working for a wide variety of environmental 
organizations in Canada and the U.S. over the past 15 years, from the grassroots to the 
giants. He lives on a small acreage on Vancouver Island, BC.



Saturday Keynote & Plenary Speakers
“Black Lives Matter,” with Sandy Hudson, Howard Morton, Zanana Akande, 
Anna Willats and Desmond Cole. Saturday February 11th - 10:00am 

Zanana Akande has worked towards social justice in our society by addressing education, 
communications and the media, feminism, race relations and social change. She has worked 
as a teacher, consultant, and administrator in the public education system, and a lecturer 
at the university level. She continues to speak on issues of effective communication, social 
change, community development and diversity, a topic she has presented locally and 
abroad. Zanana has worked in the media with MTV, and was the co-founder of Tiger Lily, a 
magazine	giving	voice	to	the	perspectives	of	women	of	colour.	One	of	a	partnership	of	five	
to win the license for a radio station in 2000, Zanana served as a director of Milestone Media 
Inc. Elected to the Ontario Legislature in 1990, she was appointed Minister of Community and 
Social	Services,	thus	becoming	the	first	Black	woman	to	hold	a	cabinet	position	in	Canada.	
She also served as Parliamentary Assistant to the Premier. In that role she was responsible for 
the implementation of “jobsOntarioyouth” which provided thousands of jobs to youth across 
Ontario for four consecutive summers.

Desmond Cole is a writer for the Toronto Star, and commentator on NewsTalk1010. His 
writing on race, policing, and politics have fundamentally changed how Torontonians and 
Canadians think about police accountability and policing reform.

Sandy Hudson is a community organizer  who has spearheaded anti-racism and anti-
violence initiatives. Sandy founded Black Lives Matter – Toronto in 2014. The organization 
is resolutely committed to Black liberation through a trans-feminist lens, and has secured 
victories across the province after two years of very public direct action strategies. As a result 
of some of her efforts, the province’s Special Investigations Unit is under review, the province 
committed to eliminating carding and changes are occurring at Pride Toronto to meet the 
needs of racialized, indigenous and disabled communities.  She is also a co-founder of the 
Black Liberation Collective – Canada, a campus-based extension of the Black Lives Matter 
movement. With chapters on campuses from the University of British Columbia to Carleton 
University,	the	organization	has	already	secured	significant	victories	from	the	University	of	
Toronto. Sandy makes regular appearances in the media to discuss race issues and has had 
pieces	published	in	the	Toronto	Star,	Huffington	Post	and	TVO.org.	Her	first	contributions	to	two	
volumes; Upping the Anti, and New Framings on Anti-racism are to be published this year.

Howard Morton is a former Crown Attorney and the former Director of the Special Investigation 
Unit. He is a member of the Law Union of Ontario who has been active for almost 3 decades 
on police accountability and the protection of civil liberties.

Anna Willats has been a Toronto-based social justice and women’s rights educator, advocate, 
and organizer for over 35 years. In her paid work at George Brown College, she supports 
women and gender non-conforming people to prepare for post-secondary education and 
employment in a variety of sectors. Anna is a member and supporter of many organizations 
and campaigns, including the Toronto Police Accountability Coalition since 2001, the 
Harvesting Freedom and Raise the Rates campaigns, and the Groundswell Community Justice 
Trust Fund (http://groundswellfund.ca).  She publishes a weekly email newsletter called Rise 
Up! News and Events.



Saturday Keynote & Plenary Speakers
“Where to now?” with Judy Rebick and a special livestream from Standing Rock.
Saturday February 11th - 4:15pm 

Epic Hall

Judy Rebick is a well-known feminist and social 
justice activist, author, and speaker. She has been 
active in social justice and feminist movements 
since the 1960’s.  Judy was the founding Sam Gindin 
Chair in Social Justice at Ryerson and is perhaps 
best known as a former president of the National 
Action Committee on the Status of Women and a 
spokesperson for the Ontario Coalition for Abortion 
Clinics. 

...with a special livestream with Kandi Mossett and 
Dallas Goldtooth from Standing Rock.

Solidarity with Standing Rock by Jesus Barraza an 
activist printmaker based in San Leandro, California.

#canroots17

Don’t miss the CanRoots cocktail hour, immediately following Friday’s agenda. 
Light appetizers will be served and a cash bar is available.



Concurrent Sessions - Friday
Session 1- 10:45am-12:00pm

“Storytelling for Social Change,” with Olivia Chow 
and Institute for Change Leaders 
Epic Hall
To break habits, you need to tap into sources of hope 
and empathy, and tell stories that show how people 
overcome a challenge they are facing. Storytelling 
communicates emotional content. In this workshop, 
Olivia Chow will guide you through developing your 
stories of self, us, and now. Students will leave able to 
communicate what drove them to work on a cause, 
why their people must come together, and why their 
community must act now.

“Big Data Organizing,” with Matt Smith from 
Stratcom and Jen Hassum from USW National 
Beeton
Data is an integral part of organizing and 
campaigning. It can be used to build/enhance lists, 
target audiences, predict supporters and more. But 
what data is available in Canada and how can 
organizations develop realistic data strategies that 
balance their resources and capacities are key 
questions many groups face. This workshop will share 
stories of organizations using data in straightforward 
and sophisticated ways, explore key Canadian data 
sets and how to use them, present fundamentals of 
list building and overview the BC Data Project – a 
project of NGOs and unions building data capacity, 
strategies and enhancing their lists.

“Organizing for Decent Work,” with Suleman 
Basharat from Unite Here! Trump Tower campaign 
Novella
Facing intimidations, including being followed into the 
subway, how did the housekeepers and other staff 
at the Trump Hotel organize themselves into a union? 
Learn from the organizer what tactics were used, 
and get inspired by the sheer determination and the 
courage of these workers.

Session 2 - 2:00-3:10pm

“Tools and Tactics for Digital Organizing—And 
How (Not) to Use Them,” with Shamus Reid from 
NewMode and Josh Stuart from cStreet 
Epic Hall
Drawing on case studies from past campaigns, 
this workshop provides an overview of key tools 
and tactics for digital organizing, and the strategic 
considerations for their use. The workshop emphasizes 
that tactics must be rooted in strategy, by highlighting 
stories	of	proven	tactics	landing	flat	and	flying	high.

“How to Take Power and Win at Toronto City Hall,” 
with Michal Hay 
Beeton
Toronto is an incredibly wealthy city, with incredible 
income inequality. The City is becoming increasingly 
unaffordable and the vulnerable, newcomers, 
and younger generations are being pushed out. It 
doesn’t have to be this way. So how can we build a 
more progressive, affordable and democratic city? 
This workshop will discuss how winning is possible at 
City Hall, present case studies of wins when no one 
thought it was possible, and make the case for what 
we need to do to change the agenda for our city.

“Looking under the hood: what keeps your 
organizing motor running?” with Ecology 
Ottawa’s Graham Saul and Canadian Freshwater 
Alliance’s Lindsay Telfer 
Novella
At this discussion, delegates will share glimpses of 
what’s under the hoods of their organizing systems. 
We may not have all the answers but we do have 
lots	of	questions!	What	are	the	first	3	things	that	
happen after a new supporter name and contact is 
recruited? How is this tracked by your CMS? What are 
your best practices in tagging taxonomy, contacts 
segmentation, and priority ranking of contacts? Join 
the discussion, be prepared to ask questions and 
share with colleagues.

#canroots17



Concurrent Sessions - Saturday
Session 3 - 11:00am-12:15pm

“Fossil Fuel Divestment in Canada: Looking back 
and pushing forward,” with 350.org’s Katie Perfitt 
Epic Hall
The global fossil fuel divestment movement has 
divested over $5 trillion dollars from the worlds 
biggest oil, gas and coal companies. In this session, 
participants will dig in deep around the fossil fuel 
divestment campaign’s theory of change to answer 
the question “why divestment?”. We’ll explore where 
the divestment movement has been globally and in 
Canada, and explore what’s on the horizon.

“Taking Responsibility: How can non-natives work 
for Indigenous rights?” with Amara Possian, 
Donna Ashamock and Corvin Russell
Beeton
A growing number of organizations are recognizing 
that Indigenous self-determination is foundational 
to organizing for social justice. But, what does 
it actually look like to engage in respectful and 
useful relationships with Indigenous communities? 
Donna, Corvin, and Amara will be drawing on their 
experiences as Indigenous and non-Indigenous 
organizers working with native and non-native 
organizations. They will share stories about trying 
(and failing) to be accountable and responsive to 
the needs and requests of Indigenous communities. 
While everyone is welcome to attend, this workshop 
is primarily intended for non-native people looking to 
have a thoughtful and honest conversation about 
acting from a place of responsibility. 

“How the snowflake model can build and 
strengthen teams,” with Leadnow’s Katelyn 
Northam and Rachel Tetrault 
Novella
Have you ever tried to build a grassroots team 
of volunteers and discovered it was a lot harder 
than you thought? Come learn about Leadnow’s 
experience building a distributed organizing program: 
the successes, the failures and the outstanding 
questions.

Session 4 - 2:45-4:00pm

“Solidarity with the Muslim Community,” with 
Gilary Massa from National Council of Canadian 
Muslims, Raoul Boulakia from Refugee Lawyers 
Association of Ontario, and Syed Hussan from No 
One is Illegal  
Epic Hall
Massa will lead a discussion on the work being 
done to counter Trump’s message of hate and 
Islamaphobia. Boulakia will outline what Canada 
should do to assist those hurt by Trump’s actions as 
they relate to refugees law and targets. Hussan will 
map out an organizing and action plan to achieve 
these goals.  

“Taking it Provincial: strategies for successful 
provincial organizing,” with Ontario Federation 
of Labour, AECEO, Workers Action Centre  and 
Wellington Water Watchers 
Beeton
There are a number of provincial campaigns that 
have made headlines over the past year, including 
Making it Fair campaign, $15 Fairness, Childcare 
Workers, and water bottling moratorium. Come 
explore what organizing strategies these campaigns 
utilized to drive success and check-out what they 
have in store for the year ahead. 

“Show us the money: a discussion on fundraising 
and organizing,” with Grassroots Institute for 
Fundraising Training’s Veronica Garcia. 
Novella
As far as heart, passion, and dedication will take us in 
our movements, sometimes we need some “change” 
to make change. Join us as we look at an overview of 
fundraising	as	grassroots	organizing,	its	significance	in	
the current political moment, and recommendations 
for how we move forward as resource mobilizers in an 
emerging people’s movement.

Check out all the CanRoots speakers bios at www.canroots.ca/toronto_speakers



Notes



Notes



The Next 

CanRoots Gathering
October 12-14th, 2017
Vancouver, BC

#canroots17


